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MARKET INDICES ($)
1 month 3 months 1 year 3 years* 4 years* 5 years*

MSCI World
S&P 500 (US)
FTSE 100 (UK)
FSE DAX (Germany)
Nikkei (Japan)
MSCI EM
S&P BSE SENSEX (India)
SSE Composite (China)
BOVESPA (Brazil)
MICEX (Russia)

2.83 2.18 -1.52 10.47 4.15 4.48
3.21 1.42 4.68 15.28 9.49 10.67
3.43 6.65 -1.39 7.78 0.75 0.07
2.28 2.88 -13.54 8.32 0.63 -0.41
0.71 -2.14 -5.20 12.77 7.14 7.71

14.12 18.01 -14.55 2.32 -4.46 5.62

0.22 6.11 -9.89 15.04 3.92 4.13

-1.47 5.50 -9.14 16.01 7.35 -1.23

-1.08 -2.90 -3.90 14.47 1.50 8.15

-4.67 10.34 -2.99 33.33 9.02 4.88

MARKET COMMENTARY

It was another solid positive month for global equity markets and investors must be asking themselves what has changed in two 
months since that dreadful December. And the answer is, not much other than sentiment. The trade wars, Brexit and concerns around 
a slowing Chinese economy still exist, however, the market has reacted positively to some of the latest developments during 
February. Developed market equities moved higher during the month after a strong start to the year. The MSCI World Index (+3.1%) 
delivered a decent return during February, largely due to strong returns from U.S. equities.
There were encouraging signs of a possible breakthrough in trade negotiations between the U.S. and China in February. US President 
Donald Trump indicated towards the end of the month that the U.S. would delay the raising of tariffs on $200 billion worth of Chinese 
goods. This was well received, with U.S. equities ending the month in solid positive territory, with both the S&P 500 (+3.2%) and 
the NASDAQ 100 (+2.9%) delivering positive returns for the month.
Good Brexit, bad Brexit, no Brexit, who knows? One thing is for sure, that markets do not like uncertainty and have punished
U.K. equities for many months now. February saw a relief in this downward pressure, with the U.K.’s FTSE 100 returning 3.4% for the 
month. European markets also ended the month in the green, with Germany’s FSE DAX (+2.3%) a solid contributor.
Moving east, Chinese equities were the standout performers in February with the Shanghai Composite returning 14.1% in US dollars for 
the month and Japan’s Nikkei 225 (+0.7%) eeking out a positive return.
Emerging market equities had mixed fortunes during February, as Chinese equities delivered strong returns during the month, while 
other markets (including Brazil, Russia and India) were slightly down in local currency terms. The MSCI Emerging Markets 
Index (+0.2%) was marginally positive for the month.

The US dollar showed mixed performance against major currencies in February. The greenback depreciated against the pound 
sterling (1.1%) but strengthened against the Japanese Yen (2.3%) and the euro (0.8%).

Oil (+6.7%) finished February higher and is now up by +22.7% since the start of the year, as production cuts by the Organisation of 
the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) and its allies proved supportive of prices. Platinum (+6.1%) also moved higher in February 
while Gold (-0.3%) was largely flat for the month.

*All data is sourced from Morningstar Direct as at 28/02/2019. The performance of global asset classes is quoted in US dollars.

*Returns are simulated and based on the underlying funds at the initial weightings and are net of published asset manager fees. Returns greater than a year have been annualised.
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